Minutes of Crich Neighbourhood Plan Meeting held 18th May 2015 at 7.30 p.m.

Present.
Joe Dugdale
Bob Pennyfather
Alan Coxon
Margaret Lane
Rachel Robson
Paul Eastwood
Lynda Gray
Richard Walsh

Apologies.
Becky Pennyfather
Valerie Thorpe
Claire Parkinson
Christine Bryan
Richard Tyrell
Kate Smith
Kevin Oliver
Bryan and Lynne Field
Peter Clark
Valerie Broom

Meeting commenced with JD being temporary Chairman, until someone is selected.
1. Minutes of the last meeting were read and we commenced with matters arising ;
2. PE was tasked with mapping the Parish Area to determine the current usage of land, Brown
Field Sites, area of Conservation, Historical interest and any proposed future planning. He
has created a Key, of many important areas. The Group need to determine what we consider
to be the key areas. Once these are determined Paul could do with some assistance with his
research. He has arranged a meeting with Rachel Coates – Planning Policy Officer of AVBC
for 20th May, RW to try and attend with him.
3.

It was also mentioned that we ought to approach STWA, which has assets a vast network
underground assets which cross our Parish and could have a big influence on any future
development. Duncan Rattan is the Senior STWA representative and ML to contact him.

4 . JD suggested that we also need to someone to look back 25 years to see how the village has
developed since then.
4. RR and CP have developed a proposed Project Plan and Time chart to assist with the project.
They are also currently developing the Web Site.
Unfortunately the Drop Box is not ideal, as all members cannot access, so we need to find a
better way of communication progress to all members.
5. JD distributed copies of the proposed constitution that we all need to agree and sign up to.
JD will forward the approved copy to CP, to pass to members.
6. RR, CP, and AC were tasked to develop suitable questionnaires to be used for the stall at the
Crich Carnival 18th July. Separate sheets could be raised for, Housing, Social and Welfare,
Housing, Traffic policy, Local Amenities etc.
7. Following the Carnival it was suggested that having analysed the information, we hold
Saturday workshops in the market place, to canvass peoples opinions.

8. PE suggested that as we progress a library of source information and articles could be kept
on the Web-Site for access for all.
9. Next Meeting Monday 8th June 7.30 p.m. at the Red Lion

